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Abstract

Optimal control techniques have been applied to the problem of
conserving fuel in C-141A aircraft. Numberical results form the
basis for designing an on-board energy management system, which
can automatically command fuel-optimal climb, cruise, and descent

flight paths for a majority of this aircraft's missions.

An application of integrated throttle/energy management
techniques for fuel conservation to a military transport air-
craft is presented. Algorithms designed to optimize throttle
setting and flight trajectory within operational mission con-
straints are synthesized, and an on-board system to imple-
ment the energy management functions in real time is de-
fined.

Guidance algorithms are developed using modern control
theory. The design technique can be summarized as follows:

1) compute nonlinear, fuel-optimal trajectories for a
specific aircraft type and typical mission scenarios,

2) compute linear-optimal perturbation guidance gains
along these fuel-optimal trajectories;

3) integrate the reference trajectories and perturbation
guidance gains to form an on-board throttle/energy manage-
ment algorithm.

Further details of this technical approach can be found in
[1] The C-141A jet transport was chosen for study be-
cause this aircraft type constitutes the single greatest user
of jet fuel in the U.S. Air Force, and its flight operations are
flexible enough that substantial variations in vertical profile
could be flown without altering mission constraints and
objectives. Fuel savings can be realized by reshaping the
aircraft's vertical flight profile. The actual saving depends
on stage length and the flight profile taken as a reference;
however, the comparison with handbook profiles and cruise
points used for preflight planning suggests that substantial
savings can be realized in day-to-day operations.

In inost cases, conventional and optimal flight times are
comparable; hence, reduced fuel use can result in reduced
operating costs.

Aircraft Use Factors

Mission Definitions and Constraints
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For fuel-use studies and flight profile planning, C-141A
missions can be separated into three classes, with associated
utilization percentages [2]: training (16 percent), exercise
(38 percent), and airlift (46 percent). Over 80 percent of
the flight hours can be expected to be logged on missions
which reach normal cruising altitudes.

Air traffic control (ATC) is a factor which varies accord-
ing to actual traffic patterns. Designs for throttle/energy
management in a variable ATC environment must be suffi-
ciently flexible to take best advantage of the prevailing
constraints (or lack thereof) to save fuel.

Winds, atmospheric profiles of pressure and temperature,
and severe weather must be considered in establishing opti-
mal flight paths. These factors regularly play a part in
military and commercial route and altitude preflight plan-
ning [3], [4].

Fuel-optimal flight of a jet transport does not call for
abrupt maneuvers and takes place at moderate dynamic
pressure and Mach number. Although the performance
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Fig. 1. Fuel-optimal energy transitions. (A) Minimum fuel energy
climb. (B) Minimum drag energy descent.

ceiling of a lightly loaded C-141A is in the vicinity of
50 000 ft [51, cabin pressurization cannot be maintained
at adequate levels for passengers above 41 000 ft. During
descent, the C-141A maintains adequate pressurization at
idle thrust.

Energy Management for Fuel Conservation

The relationships between specific energy and basic flight
variables are straightforward. The aircraft's kinetic energy
is m v2 /2, where m is aircraft mass and V is true airspeed.
Potential energy is mgh, where g is gravitational accelera-
tion and h is height. The aircraft's total energy is the sum
of the two, and its specific total energy (or energy per unit
weight) E is V2/2g + h.

Fig. 1 illustrates the general pattern for climb to and
descent from cruise point. Contours of constant specific
energy change per unit of fuel burned (aL/am) can be de-
fined; if these contours are considered to portray a three-
dimensional convex figure, the "ridge line" of this contour
defines a fuel-minimizing climb path. Similarly, contours
of constant drag force define a minimum-drag (or maxi-
mum-range) glide path for descent from the cruise condi-
tion.

As a result, fuel-optimal flight profiles tend to look like
Fig. 2, which shows climb, descent, and two fuel-minimizing
cruise alternatives: a Breguet cruise climb and a decelerating,
constant-altitude cruise. The latter cruise is less efficient
than the cruise climb, but it is more efficient than a con-

stant-Mach, constant-altitude cruise. All fuel-optimal flight
paths have the general shape shown in Fig. 2, including
short-range trajectories without well-defined cruise seg-

ments. Specifically, climb speeds are faster than descent
speeds, and the flight profile approaches operational boun-
daries (defined by buffet onset or by maximum operating
velocity, VMO, or Mach number, MMo) only in the vicinity
of cruise.

Actual flight operations depart from this type of profile.
Standard operating procedures may call for the descent-
speed profile to be the reverse of the climb speed, and "bar-
ber-pole descents" (flying along the MM o VM O boundary)
are used (mistakenly) to save fuel. Because the duration of

Fig. 2. Fuel-optimal climb-cruise-descent profile.

the barber-pole descent is short, the apparent use of fuel
during descent is low, and the aircraft can stay at cruising
altitude (where specific range is high) longer. Nevertheless,
the total fuel used during the cruise segment and descent is
greater than that used on a fuel-optimal trajectory, especially
if spoilers are used to increase descent rate by increasing
drag.

Cruise segments often are flown 1 or 2 percent faster
than the speed for best specific range for two reasons. The
first reason is to reduce time-based direct operating costs,
although, at present fuel rates, the net cost saving may be
negligible. The second reason is to provide speed/thrust
stability, i.e., to assure that speed excursions due to atmo-
spheric disturbances are nulled inherently without throttle
adjustment [6] and [7]. The additional fuel used in manual
throttle adjustment can more than offset the penalty asso-

ciated with the higher speed, and conventional autothrottles
may have a similar effect in strong turbulence. Improved
automatic systems could help by augmenting speed stability
without throttle "hunting" and by automatically following
a fuel-optimal altitude/speed schedule.

Optimal Flight Paths

Trajectory optimization consists of determining a "best"
trajectory to accomplish a desired mission. To be optimal,
a trajectory must satisfy the mission requirements and also
minimize some cost function used to evaluate trajectory
performance.

Mathematical Formulation

An aircraft trajectory is characterized by the time histor-
ies of the vehicle states (altitude, velocity, flight path angle,
etc.), x(t), and the associated control histories (e.g., angle
of attack and throttle setting), u(t). The dynamic relation-
ships between the control and state histories are defined by
the aircraft's equations of motion. For the purposes of
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Fig. 3. C-141A nominal SR parameters. (A) SR contours. (B) Max-
mum SR conditions.

this study, a two-degree-of-freedom aircraft model of the
form

dx/dR = f(x, u) (1)

is employed to provide fuel minimization through trajectory
shaping in the vertical plane.

Comparisons of performance are made possible by assign-
ing a scalar cost value to each trajectory. An optimal flight
path is one which provides the lowest possible cost.

The function J used to characterize trajectory cost has
the form

Rf
JozA?(X(R~))+ tRf £(x, u, R)dR (2)

where

x(Rf) state vector at final range: velocity V, altitude
h, flight path angle y, mass m, and time t;

u control vector pitch angle 0 and throttle setting
T;s

Ro, Rf
£

initial and final values of the independent vari-
able: range;
in-flight cost function-
termninal cost function.

Two methods are used to compute optimal flight paths.
Parametric optimization s advantage lies in the fact that it
tends to be a computationally efficient technique [8]. The
use of this optimization tool is limited to that class of prob-
lems in which the cost function can be minimized by a
finite set of parameters. If the initial choice of parameters
is inappropriate or inadequate, further improvements over
the parametric optimum are possible.

Variational optimization methods determine the "best"
trajectory profiles subject to any number of desired termi-
nal conditions and in-flight constraints [9]. Although varia-
tional techniques are more difficult to implement than
parametric algorithms, they are applicable when the proper
choice of parameters is not obvious.
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Fig. 4. Optimal climb conditions.
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Flight Path Segments

C-141A performance on individual climb, cruise, and
descent segments is considered here. The climb segment is
typically flown with maximum throttle [5] and [101 , and
the aircraft increses altitude and true airspeed until cruising
flight conditions are achieved. Cruise is characterized by a
constant, or slowly varying, altitude and velocity profile.
The descent reduces altitude from the cruise to landing
phases of flight.

During cruise, the fuel efficiency is described by the
specific range (SR), i.e., by the path length traveled, divided
by the amount of fuel consumed. The instantaneous value
of specific range is given by the velocity divided by fuel
flow rate, as shown in Fig. 3.

The fuel-optimal cruise profile is characterized by con-
stant values of Mach number and W/6 (weight over atmo-
spheric pressure ratio). As fuel is burned, weight decreases,
and the altitude for optimal cruise increases.

Parametric-optimal climb profiles have been generated
for the C-141A aircraft with initial weights of 200 000,
260 000, and 320 000 lb. The "best" values of indicated
airspeed (IAS) and Mach number (M), as functions of these
initial aircraft weights, are presented in Fig. 4. Also shown
on the figure are the altitudes at which the switch from
constant IAS to constant M is performed

Descent at idle throttle is an optimal maneuver. The in-
creased glide range afforded by an optimal descent schedule
is on the order of 35 nm for a descent from 40 000-ft alti-
tude. Thus, a trajectory which incorporates a conventional
descent must fly longer in the cruise phase, resulting in
greater fuel consumption. Additional details regarding
optimal flight path segments can be found in [1] .

Integrated Flight Paths

Examples of fully optimal short-range flight profiles, as
well as the effects of increasing path length on these pro-
files are presented in Fig. 5. Here, altitude-versus-Mach
number profiles for 200-nm and 500-nm optimal trajectories
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are compared. The 500-nm profile demonstrates the same
characteristics as longer range, fully optimal profiles. The
climb schedule consists of a nearly constant-IAS path fol-
lowed by a constant-Mach number phase. The descent pro-
file is flown with the vehicle near (LID)m ax. The 200-nm
trajectory is characterized by a constant-Mach number
climb schedule; however, a parametric-optimun flight with
constant-IAS climb uses only 1.3 percent more fuel. Com-
parisons of optimal and conventional profiles at short to
long path lengths are contained in [1].

Systems for guiding aircraft along optimal flight paths
are discussed below.

Fuel-Optimal Guidance Algorithms Fig. 5. Short-range altitude versus Mach number profiles.

Linear-Optimal Guidance Laws

The formulation of a guidance system designed to follow
a reference trajectory is based upon optimal control theory.
Linear-optimal guidance algorithms minimize the following
quadratic cost function:

J =R AAx + AuTBAu} dR (3)

where the state and control vector deviations are defined by
Ax(R) and Au(R), respectively, A and B are used to penalize
in-flight deviations in state and control, and the independent
variable R is path length.

If the dynamic relationship between the state and control
is linear, i.e.,

K(R) = [B(R)] 1GT(R)P(R) (8)

where B(R) and G(R) are defined in (3) and (4), and P(R)
is the solution to a matrix Riccati equation [9], [1 1].

The chosen values ofA correspond to maximum AV, Ay,
and Ah deviations of 10 knots, 0.170, and 100 ft, while the
allowable AO and AT perturbations (weighted by B) are
1.50 and 10 percent.

For the current study, (5) can be written

AO= kll(VD- V) + k12(yD-)+k3(hD-h)

+kl4(mD -m)
Ax'(R) = F(R)Ax(R) + G(R)Au(R) (4)

then the control history which minimizes (3) can be speci-
fied in a feedback fashion as

Au(R) = -K(R)Ax(R). (5)

(The notation ( )' represents differentiation with respect to
path length).

The aircraft equations of motion can be expressed in the
linear form of (4) by performing a Taylor series expansion
of the exact equations and retaining only first-order terms.
The Taylor series expansion of (1) results in

D +AxD =f(xD, D)+fxIDAX+fUIDAU (6)

where fx and fu are partial derivative matrices with respect
to the state and control variables, respectively, evaluated
along the desired trajectory. The desired trajectory satisfies
(1),

X = f(xD, UD) (7)
and the dynamics of small variations from the nominal
flight path are described by (4), where fx and fu have been
denoted by F and G. The optimal guidance gains then are

defined as

(9)

AT=k2l(VD - V)+k22(YD -y)+k23(hD h)

+ k24(mD -m). (10)

Here, the perturbed controls are related to the state devia-
tions through eight guidance gains.

Reference [1] demonstrates that linear-optimal guidance
has excellent path-following capabilities. For on-board im-
plementation, guidance gains are scheduled in a three-step
procedure which includes evaluation of means and standard
deviations, correlation of gains with flight condition, and
curve fitting. In the present case, it is found that k1l, k22,
and k23 should be scheduled; k12, k13, and k2l can be kept
constant; and k14 and k24 can be zeroed.

Structure of the Throttle/Energy Management Algorithm

The previous section showed that the guidance algorithm
can be separated into the generation of a desired flight path,
XD, and its associated nominal guidance variable, UD, and
the correction of flight path errors using a linear guidance
law [(5)]. The total guidance command UC is the sum of
the nominal value and the linear perturbation, i.e., uC =

UD + AU.
The guidance command has an open-loop component

(UD), which corresponds to the trim values of pitch angle
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and thrott'le setting, plus the closed-loop component (Au)
derived from-i. the difference between the desired and actual
states. Thie result is a comnbined autopilotllauto throttle coin-
mand whichi provides coordinated control of altitude and
velocity.

Fig. 6 illustrates the basic teatures of the throttle/energy
management structure. The advantages of this guidance
structure are that the systemi generates near-optimal flight
paths, and thiat these flight paths are followed using reason-
able commiands. Fuel-opti-mal flight paths must be stored
in an efficient mnanner while providing sufficient adapt-
ability to changing flight conditions and miission constraints.
Partitioning each mission into flight path segments leads to

efficiency in specifying XD, while using trim integrators to
comipute UD is consistent with mianaging fuel use with a

simple system.
The trimi values corresponding to thie desired flight path

ar c lomputed by

00-k f(V0 [di 11
I D

T' t f l)dt(d)

where k omandkth dre chosento providetreim adjustmenit
times which do not conflic wsithl the proportional perturba-
tion guidantce. Using energy to trim throttel setting elirne
inate fi'cintintg" due to phugoiducoscillatuion

Fig. 7 illustrates that eight segment types can be defined
for a throttle/energy management system, while Fig. 8 sum-
rnarizes the desired values of state and control.

Takeoff Climb Transition: This segment is initiated when
the landing gear and flaps are fully retracted and when the
throttle/energy management system is enabled by the crew.
It lasts for approximately 1 min. Full throttle is used, and
perturbation pitch angle regulates altitude as velocity is in-
creasing. During the climb phase, 0 is used as a velocity
control, and h is treated as an independent variable: thiere-
fore, a gradual change in the function of 0 must be accom-
plished as the climb speed is approached.

Climb: This segment begins when the IAS has reached its
initial climb value, and it lasts for 15 to 40 min (depending
on vehicle weight), the initial cruising altitude (for long-
range flight paths), and the transition to descent (for short-
range fliglt paths).

At most, there are three subsegments of the true airspeed
(VD) profile: VD provides 250 knots IAS below 10 000-ft
altitude; VD provides optimal IAS until M = 0.721;] and VD
provides M = 0.721 until cruise condition is reached. The
first segment is absent if ATC approval for higher speed is
obtained, or if the optimal IAS is less than 250 knots IAS
(as is the case for light vehicles). The third segment is absent
on short-range missions which do not reach cruising condi-
tions. The system must determine whettier or not each
mission contains a cruise segment. If cruise is absent, the
descent-initiation prediction procedure must be executed
during the climb segment. If cruise is present, the decision
to switch to climb-cruise transition is made in the climb
segimient.

Climlb-Cruise Transitiotn: This segment beginls when the
climb-segment prediction indicates that cruise is imminent.
It provides the adjustment of velocity to cruise value, the
reduction of climb rate, and the achievement of the desired
initial altitude for cruising flight.

Cruise. Three options are iinplemented here: Breguet
climnbing cruise, constant-altitude cruise with- optilnal
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Fig. 8. Summary of fuel-minimizing flight path segments and associated guidance commands

(varying) velocity, and constant-altitude cruise with constant
velocity. In the first option, hD increases to maintain W/8
at its optimal value, and VD is chosen to maintain optimal
M. Mach number decreases in constant-altitude cruise for
the second option, providing a relative-optimum condition
as W/6 varies. The third option allows a conventional cruise
segment to be flown automatically.
A particular cruise segment can end in a step climb (fol-

lowed by another cruise segment) or a descent. Background
computations predict when either segment changes should
occur. The step climb prediction is computed only during
constant-altitude cruise, and it is assumed that the climb
must occur in a 4000-ft increment. Descent is initiated
when the range to go equals the idle-descent range (account-
ing for prevailing winds).

Step Climb: A constant-hD cruise with intermediate step
climb approximates the climbing cruise. Procedures are
similar to those of the earlier climb segment.

Cruise-Descent Transition: The primary objective of this
segment is to provide a smooth transition which does not
excite the phugoid mode.

Descent: It is necessary to minimize position errors as
well as fuel use during this segment. Range control allows
operational constraints to be satisfied with a minimal fuel
penalty.

The basic descent profile is a maximum lift-to-drag ratio
flight path with throttle set at idle. The corresponding con-
stant flight path angle is indenendent of weight. Conse-
quently, there is a straight-line relationship between altitude
and range on the optimal descent path.

During descent, pitch control will be used when the vehi-
cle is flying "long," and throttle control will be used when
the vehicle is flying "short." In the first case, E > ED, which
normally would decrease TD; however, TD is nominally
zero and cannot become smaller, so OD increases to lower
the kinetic energy. In the second case, E < ED, and the
vehicle does not possess sufficient energy to glide to its desti-
nation; TD increases to provide the necessary energy.

Descent-Approach Transition: Once the vehicle has des-
cended from altitude, the sink rate must be arrested. This
transition establishes a low-altitude cruise condition.

System Synthesis

The throttle/energy management structure has been de-
fined for a fully automatic system, as shown in Fig. 6, but
there are alternatives for manual participation. There are
four levels at which fuel-minimizing throttle/energy manage-
ment can be implemented.

1) Handbook/calculator flight path computation requires
no special equipment, but it imposes a large workload on
the crew, and it is likely to save less fuel than the other levels.

2) Automatic flight path display requires a minicomputer
for data storage and computation, and it eliminates the re-
quirements for many manual functions. The computer is
independent of aircraft systems.

3) Automatic flight path and command display uses
direct inputs of aircraft data to compute a continuous out-
put of state and control variables, allowing the pilot to fol-
low the fuel-optimal flight path as closely as he deems neces-
sary.

4) Automatic throttle/energy management closes the
guidance loop through autopilot/autothrottle actuators,
relying on the crew to perform executive functions only.

Conclusion

The fuel-optimal perforrmance of the C-141A has been
defined for a wide variety of vehicle and atmospheric con-
ditions. These numerical results were obtained using a newly
developed computer program (ENERGY) which generates
conventional flight profiles, optimal flight profiles, flight
profiles with closed-loop guidance, and linear-optimal gain
values for automatic guidance. This program incorporates
a detailed model of the C-141A aircraft, as well as functions
for duplicating constraints due to air traffic control and
vehicle limitations. It uses new techniques for efficient
computation of flight paths and rapid convergence of opti-
mal solutions. The program can be applied to other aircraft
by changing aerodynamic, thrust, and inertial data. For jet
transport/bomber/ utility aircraft, data conversion would be
a simple and direct process. Furthermore, the program's
flexibility could be of substantial benefit in comparative
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flight testing of fuel conservation techniques.
The throttle/energy management technique developed

here has four major elements, and it can be implemented at
four levels of system complexity, ranging from essentially
manual to fully automatic operation.

Actual fuel savings depend on actual flight policies. For
example, this study demonstrated that some operational
flight plans could use 30 percent more fuel than the opti-
mum, while proper choice of cruise conditions and use of
idle-thrust descent could narrow the gap to a few percent.
The key to minimizing fuel use on military jet transports is
to make fuel saving the "natural" way to fly the airplane.
A fuel-minimizing throttle/energy management system can
achieve this goal.
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